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Abstrwt

This project developed a conceptualization of higher order thinking, dimensions of

classroom thoughtfulness, and an assessment exercise applicable to diverse topics taught in

more than 70 classes in 11 high schools. Generic qualities of classroom thoughtfulness were

not generally associated with the persuasiveness of student writing on a constitutional issue.

But the impact of classroom thoughtfulness on higher order thinking in subjects that teachers

actually taught was not assessed. The study illustrates issues in devising observation schemes

and assessment tasks that at once honor diverse forms of domain-specific competence in social

studies, but that also yield common indicators of teaching quality and student performance.



Secondary school social studies varies considerably between schools, between courses

within schools, and between sections of the same course within a school. The diversity is

nourished by the pluralistic content of the curriculum which includes disciplines of history,

geography, political science, economics, sociology, psychology, anthropology, many specialties

within these disciplines and a host of areas beyond formal academic disciplines considered

legitimate areas of sludy (e.g., ethnic and women's studies, global education, environmental

studies, multicultural studies, law-related education). Teachers' efforts to shape content to

the diverse abilities and interests of students further differentiates instruction. Finally, the

varied political interests of teachers and local communities make the selection of content even

more controversial and non-uniform. Yet, in spite of the diversity, educators often agree that,

regardless of the content studied, a major purpose of social studies instruction should be to

help students think critically and creatively about the subject and that careful, disciplined

thinking should eventually be applied to public issues that confront citizens in a democracy.

In the midst of disparity among specific instructional goals, how might we assess

progress on the more general goal of promoting students' thinking? Some common indicators

are needed to respond to the growing demand for school, district, state and national

accountability. Common indicators could reveal not only the general qualities of student

thinking, but also provide information to identify inequities in instruction and opportunity to

learn. Common indicators for both instructional quality and student thinking might help to

unify the profession around some goals, while, at the same, preserving diversity in the

teaching of more specific content. Diversity in specific content between classes, schools,

districts and states is consistently advocated to respond to students' personal backgrounds, to

support cultural pluralism, to foster teacher commitment and creativity, and to adequately

represent the many disciplines of the social studies field.
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In the study reported here, we addressed this problem by identifying 'generic" qualities

of classroom thoughtfulness that could be expected to promote students' thinking across a

wide range of social studies courses. We also developed a test for assessing the quality of

student thought on public issues which did not depend upon students' prior mastery of

specific content. Elsewhere we have reported more extensively our conception of thinking

and the rationale for the assessment of classroom thoughtfulness (Newmann, 1990a), the

development and scoring of the test (Newmann, 199(b), and several other aspects of the

study.' Following a review of this material, the focus here will be on the relationship of

classroom thoughtfulness to students' higher order thinking as assessed by the test.

I. What is Higher Order Thinking?

Researchers and educators have advocatod many conceptions of thinking: critical

thinking, divergent or creative thinking, reasoning (moral, practical, deductive, inductive),

problem-solving, decision-making. These can all be subsumed under a more general

distinction between higher order and lower order thinking. Higher order thinking is defined

broadly as challenge and expanded use of the mind; lower order thinking represents routine,

mechanistic application, and limited use of the mind. Challenge or expanded use of mind

occurs when a person must interpret, analyze, or manipulate information, because a question

to be answered or a problem to be solved cannot be resolved through the routine application

of previously learned knowledge. In contrast, lower order" thinking generally involves

repetitive routines such as listing information previously memorized, inserting numbers into

previously learned formulae, or applying the rules for footnote format in a reseuivh paper.

'Topics covered include teachers' thinking (Onosko, 1989, 1990); principal and
departmental leadership (McCarthy & Schrag, in press; King, 1991); student engagement and
c Initive challenge (Stevenson, in press; Newmann, in press b); organizational features
(Ladwig, 1991); empirical profiles of classroom thoughtfulness (Newmann, 1990b); and
general summaries of the project (Newmann, in press a and b).
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Challenging pmblems can appear in many forms in all curriculum subjects. They may

lead to single, correct, and well-ckfined answers or to multiple, ambiguous, conflicting

solutions. The challenges may involve different kinds of inquiry (logical, empirical, aesthetic,

ethical), different forms of expression (oral, written, non-verbal), different types of

intelligence (verbal, mathematical, kinesthetic, interpersonal).

No particular question or problem, however, necasarily leads to higher order thinking

for all students. For one person, trying to understand and follow a bus schedule may require

higher order thought, but for another, the same task may be routine. In this sense, higher

order thinking is relative: to determine the extent to which an individual is involved in higher

order thinking, one would presumably need to know much about the person's history.

Furthermore, to assess the extent to which an individual is participating in the analysis,

interpretation, and manipulation of information, one would want to "get inside" the person's

head or experience his/her subjective state of thought.

This defmition poses an operational problem. It is difficult to determine the extent

to which a person is involved in higher order thinking, and difficult also to judge the quality

of that thinking. Teachers who interact with several students at once have little opportunity

to diagnose students' individual mental states. Instead, they must make assumptions about

the pi lor knowledge of groups of students and about the kinds of mental work that particular

tasks are likely to stimulate. The teaching of thinking, therefore, is a rather imprecise

enterprise. The best we can do is to engage students in what we anticipate will be challenging

problems, to guide their manipulation of information to solve them, and to support their

efforts.

But this conception of higher order thinking has several positive featuro.
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(1) Any person, young or old, regardless of experience, can participate in higher

order thought. Students will differ in the kinds of challenges they are able to master, but all

are capable of confronting a challenge in the interpretation, analysis, and manipulation of

their knowledge.

(2) It encompasses problem-solving in a wide range of school subjects, as well as in

non-acaderdc areas.

(3) Using this conception does not require acceptance of any particular theory

cognitive processing or a particular pedagogy. This is an advantage, because solid knowledge

on the best techniques for the promotion of thinking does not exist. The effectiveness of

technique will probably depend on the nature of the mental challenges presented and

characteristics A* the students exposed to them. Furthermore, this conception is hospitable

to providing students with three resources recognized widely in the literature as important:

content knowledge, intellectual skills, and dispositions of thoughtfulness.

Merely presenting students with higher order challenges will not necessarily help them

develop the competence to meet the challenges successfully. Research on the nature of

thinking (e.g. as summarized by Walsh and Paul, 1987) indicates that for students to cope

successfully with higher order challenges, they need a ombination of in-depth k:iowledge,

intellectuai skills, and attitudes or dispositions of thoughtfulness. Building upon my previous

review of literature (Newmann, 1990a) I summarize here key arguments that can be made for

each of these critical resources.

The Knowledge Argument. Consider a teacher trying to help students answer the

question, "Were the American colonists justified in using violence to secure their

independence from England? Regardless of what side the student takes, a successful

response depends on in-depth knowledge and conceptual understanding of the circumstances

4
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of colonial life under British rule, colonial grievances and British responses, principled

arguments dealing with inalienable rights, taxation without representation, and ethical

reasoning related to the destruction of property and the taking of human life. Beyond

substantive knowledge about the historical period, students will need analytic knowledge, for

example about elements of a well-reasoned argument, distinctions between empirical and

normative issues, and criteria for judging the reliability of evidebce. Metaxignitive knowledge

may also be important, such as having a systematic approach for organizing one's thinking or

an awareness of how one's thought processes and perceptions of others - in the heat of

discussion - might lead to error. Effective applications of these forms of knowledge are

sometimes labeled skills or dispositions, but since these all can be represented as cognitive

beliefs, they suggest that knowledge itself is the most critical foundation of understanding.2

The Skills Argument. Knowledge is undoubtedly important, but for the purposes of

the teaching of thinking, skills are critical because they are the tools that permit knowledge

to be applied to the solution of new problems. Some skills may be specific to the domain

under study, and others more generic. To address the problem above intelligently, for

example, one must be able to detect bias in the documents of colonial history and logical

fallacies in inferences and arguments over the justification of the American revolution. One

must be able to distinguish relevant from irrelevant information, to anticipate and to respond

to arguments in opposition to one's own, to state one's views clearly and persuasively. Mulls

themselves may be construed or labeled in a variety of ways, but the main point is to

recognize their role as cognitive processes through which knowledge is put to work. In

practice, knowledge is usually only transmitted from teacher to student without expecting the

2Various arguments for the centrality of knowledge to reasoning have been made by
Glaser (1984), McPeck (1981), and Nickerson (1988).
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student to manipulate the knowledge to solve higher order challenges. Unless the processes

of using knowledge, i.e., skills, are stressed, higher order thinking is likely to be neglected and

the knowledge transmitted to remain inert. Perhaps for this reason many educational

reformers prefer not to advocate the teaching of thinking, but instead the teaching of thinking

1U.k.3

The Dispositions Argument. Without dispositions of thoughtfulness, neither

knowledge nor the tools for applying it are likely to be used intelligently. If raising questions

about the justification of the war for American independence threatens patriotic feelinp, this

could jeopardize dispassionate inquiry. Some people may avoid almost any argument to

protect themselves frcm uncomfortable feelings of conflict. Those who emphasize the

importance of dispositions suggest several crucial traits: a persistent desire that claims be

supported by reasons (and that the reasons themselves be scrutinized); a tendency to be

reflective to take time to think problems through for onvelf, rather than acting impulsively

or automatically accepting the views of others; a curiosity to explore new questions; and the

flexibility to entertain alternative and original solutions to problems. Thoughtfulness thereby

involves attitudes, personality or character traits, and general values and beliefs or

epistemologies about the nature of knowledge (e.g., that rationality is desirable; that

knowledge itself is socially constructed, subject to revision, and often indeterminate; and that

hinking can lead to the understanding and solution of problems). Without dispositions of

thoughtfulness, knowledge and skills are likely to be taught and applied mechanistically and

nonsensically. Of the three main resources, dispositions have attracted the least attention in

professional literature, but a good argument can bc made that dispositions are central. They

3Various arguments for skills as the most central resource in thinking have been made by
Beyer (1987), deBono (1983), Herrnstein et al. (1986), Marzano et al. (1988).
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seem to smtablish both the JJ1 to think and to cultivate ineffable qualities of judgment that

steer knowledge and skills in productive directions.4

It is important that teachers design instruction explicitly to help students acquire and

to use in-depth knowledge, skills and dispositions of thoughtfulness to solve higher order

challenges. It is not possible to establish a defensible hierarchy among the three resources,

but all three are needed. The observation scheme to be presented next is an attempt to

capture teachers' efforts to develop knowledge, skills and dispositions, without giving center

stage to any one resource, and also to refrain from prescribing the precise kinds of

knowledge, skills and dispositions that should be promoted for the teaching of each subjects

The reasoning behind this choice is explained in the next section that presents the framework

for assessing classroom thoughtfulness.

II. Developing Indicators of Classroom Thoughtfulness

What kinds of indicators would provide information on the extent to which higher

order thinking was promoted in classes studying a variety of social studies subjects. Because

it was logistically impossible to examine the actual thinking of individual students during the

lessons, a more general tool was needed for describing higher order thinking in the lesson as

a whole. But how speci- should the criteria be?

Interviews with histary and social studies teachers indicated that highly specific lists

of knowledge, skills and dispositions would be unlikely to facilitate widespread consensus.

Instead, soc:dl studies teachers are likely to support a plurality of types of thinking, but even

Various arguments for dispositions as a central resource in thinking have been made by
Cornbleth (1985), Dewey (1933), and Schrag (1988).

5Those who emphasize interaction and interdependeme among these resources include
Bransford et al (1986), Ennis (1987), Greeno (1989), Perkins Lard Salomon (1989), and Walsh
and Paul (1987).
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these will be grounded primarily in the teaching of different subjects. Thus, a broad

conception of thinking, adaptable to a variety of content and skill objectives, is more likely

to interest a diverse population of high school teachers.

Rather than translating thinking into specific knowledge problems, skills and attitudes

for students, the project staff began by asking what obseivable qualities of classroom activity

would be most likely to help students achieve depth of understanding, intellectual skills, and

dispositions of thoughtfulness. Thus, we moved from a consideration of the nature of

thinldng in individual students to the promoting thoughtfulness in classrooms. Thoughtfulness

includes both presenting students with higher order challenges and helping them apply

knowledge, skills and dispositions to solve them. Emphasizing general qualities of classroom

talk and activity rather than highly differentiated behaviors helps to avoid fragmentation in

teaching which itself can undermine student thinking. A more general approach may also

bold more promise both for students to solve new problems and for teachers to promote

thinking across diverse lessons.

A broad set of criteria can strike at the heart of an underlying malady identified in

many studies. At best, much classroom activity fails to challenge students to use their miJs

in my valuable ways; at worst, much classroom activity is nonsensical or mindless. The more

serious problem, therefore, is not the failure to teach some specific aspect of thinking, but

the profound absence of thoughtfulness in classrooms. Even programs designed to teach

thinking skills can fail to promote thoughtfulness. Our general conception of thinking can

be used to address this basic issue. Ultimately, of course, teachers must focus on the content-

specific activitizs that enhance understanding of their subjects, but the point here is to arrive

at a general framework through which classroom behavior can be interpreted as promoting

or undermining higher order thinking.
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In devising indkators of classroom thoughtfulness responsive to the points above, we

initially rated lessons on 15 possible dimensions of classroom thoughtfulness summarized in

Table 1. Each was used to make an overan rating of an obsenred lesson on a 5-point scale

from 1 = "a very inaccurate" to 5 = a very accurate" description of this lesson. After

observing these qualities in 160 lessons in five "sekct" social studies departments and further

examining them from a theoretical point of view, wc chose the six main dimensions described

below as most fundamental.'

I. There was =stained eramimakn of a few topia rather than superficial

coverage of many.

Mastery of higher order challenges requires in-depth study and sustained

concentration on a limited number of topics or questions. Lessons that cover a large number

of topics give students only a vague familiarity or awareness and, thereby, reduce the

possibilities for building the complex knowledge, skills, and dispositions required to

understand a topic.

2. The lesson displayed substantive coherence and continuity.

Intelligent progress on higher order challenges demands systematic inquiry building

on relevant and accurate substantive knowledge in the field and working toward the logical

development and integration of ideas. In contrast, lessons that teach material as unrelated

fragments of knowledge, without pulling them together, undermine such inquiry.

3. Students were given an appropriate amount of time to think, that is, to prepare

responses to questions.

(The development of these indicators and selection of the six most critical are described
more fully in Newmann (199)a; 1990b). See also Schrag (1989).
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Thinking takes time, but often recitation, discussion, and writtun assignments pressure

students to make responses before they have had enough time to reflect. Promoting

thoughtfulness, therefore, requires periods of silence during which students can ponder the

validity of alternative responses, develop more elaborate reasoning, and experience patient

reflection.

4. The teacher asked challenging questions andlor structused challenging tasks

(given the ability level and prepamtion of the students).

By our definition higher order thinking occurs only when students are faced with

questions or tasks that demand analysis, interpretation, or manipulation of information; that

is, non-routine mental work. In short, students must be faced with the challenge of how to

use prior knowledge to gain new knowledge, rather than the task of merely retrieving prior

knowledge.

S. The teacher was a model of thoughtfulners.

To help students succeed with higher order challenges, teachers themselves must

=del thoughtful dispositions as they teach. Of course, a thoughtful teacher would

demonstrate many of the behaviors described above, but this dimension is intended to capture

a cluster of dispositions likely to be found in any thoughtful person. Key indicators include

showing interest in students' ideas and in alternative approaches to problems; showing how

he/she thought through a problem (rather than only the final answer); and acknowledging the

difficulty of gaining a definitive understanding of problematic topics.

6. Students offered erplanations and reasons for their conclusions.

The answers or solutions to higher order challenges are rarely self-evident. Their

validity often rests on the quality of explanation or reasons given to support them.

10
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Therefore, beyond offering answers, students must also be helped to produce explanations

and reasons to support their conclusions.

The six dimensions were combined inte a single scale indicator of classroom

thoughtfulness for an observed lesson.7 To estimate inter-rater reliability, 87 lessons in 16

high schools were observed independently by different pairs of raters drawn from a team of

six researchers. Considering the six dimensions in the classroom thoughtfulness scale, each

scored from 1 to 5, the overall correlation between two observers was .76. The raters agreed

on 64% of the ratings, and they differed by one point or less on 96% of the ratinp.

III. Testing Thinking

What kind of test or exercise would give a meaningful indicator of the quality of

students' thinking in social studies? Ideally, one would want assessment tasks that posed

novel challenges in understanding the specific subjects studied in each of the observed classes.

Because of the diversity of topics and teachers' goals, these tests would vary considerably in

the nature of in-depth knowledge required to solve the problem, the kinds of skills needed,

and possibly also the underlying dispositions. To compare the performances of students in

different classes, it would be necessary to develop common standards on which to evaluate

the diverse tests. Unfortunately, our project lacked the resources to undertake this

complicated approach to idsessment.

Amother alternative was to administer a previously developed test of critical thinking,

such as those reviewed by Arter and Salmon (1987). We rejected this on the grounds that

such tests, which focus primarily on students' logical-deductive skills and which are usually

answered in multiple-choice form, do not reveal the depth of students' understanding of any

71tems on the scak; have a reasonably high level of internal consistency (Cronbach alpha
= .82). Exploratory factor analysis and LISREL modeling also grouped these dimensions into
a distinct construct of thoughtfulness (Newmann, 1990b).
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particular topic and they do not show how students orpnize their thoughts in their own

language!

Our research indicates that when social studies teachers want to promote thinking,

their aim is not usually to teach and test for discrete thinking skills, such as hypothesis testing

Or evaluating the reliability of sources. Instead, they design their daily efforts to fulfill a more

general vision leading students to interpret, analyze, and use their knowledge of history,

government, geography and the social sciences to understand the contemporary world.

Tht22 ttestiskiLcsantitathwilkim. We devised an exercise

consistent with this general purpose, not aimed at the specific content taught in any class.

Students were given a two-page document (sec Appendix) that described a hypothetical court

case, based on an actual case, involving the search of Karen Doctor's purse and locker by the

high school assistant principal who suspected Karen rust of smoking in violation of a school

rule and then of selling marijuana. Following the case description, background information

was given on the main principles that courts have used in making decisions about the

constitutionality of student searches. Students were asked to decide whether Karen's

constitutional rights were violated and to write a persuasive essay which explained and

defended their views using information in the reading.

Completing the task requires higher order thinking, because to succeed, students must

organize and interpret information in a new way (assuming they have not previously studied

this issue). Virtually all of the substantive knowledge needed is available within the

document This is not a test of what students have remembered from social studies, but a

test of their competence in thinking about social studies content. As explained below, an

sSee Norris (1989) for further discussion of this point.
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analogous task, the case of Anthony and Stanton involving school censorship of a student

newspaper, was used as a pretest in one of the data sets.

There are, of course, a variety of important ways to think about social studies content

that this test does not attempt to assess for example, explaining historical causation,

analyzing cultural differences, interpreting economic data, solving moral dilemmas, or

critiquing the use of political power. Social studies assessment should give serious attention

to all of these forms of thinking. Our test is limited to the kind of thinking involved in

writing a persuasive position on a constitutional issue. This should not, however, be seen as

an esoteric or highly specialized facet of social studies. To the contrary, it was chosen

because it represents a central civic competence and an important objective of social studies.

According to the research design described later, the test was administered toward the

end of the spring semester, and students had about 50 mint.LtA to comrlete it. Almost all

students finished with time to spare.

Scoring. Students' essays were scored from 1 to 5, based on the following criteria

which we adapted from the NAEP assessment of persuasive writing (Applebee, Langer,

Mullis, & Jenkins, 1990). Essays received one of five scores: (1) unsatisfactory, (2) minimal,

(3) adequate, (4) elaborated, or (5) exemplary. The overarching consideration was the degree

to which a student's resvonse was capable of persuading a reader. Three elements focused

the assessment: whether or not the student had a) taken an informed stand, b) provided

persuasive reasons, and c) elaborated upon those reasons. Specific points were not subtracted

for unpersuasive or irrelevant reasons but these could diminish persuasiveness. Presentation

of faulty assumptions or reasons that undermin4 the argument could also diminish overall

persuasiveness. Fmally, responses were to be written in sentences; that is, incomplete

sentences or fragmented lists were considered less persuasive. Fuller descriptions for each

13



of the scores are given below. Examples of responses for each are given in Newmann (l990c)

which gives more detail on development and scoring of the test.

1. Unsatisfactory The student has failed to take a stand on the issue under examination,

or has taken a stand but has failed to provide a single persuasive reason. Lacking a

persuasive reason, unsatisfactory responses will necessarily lack elaboration. Overall,

the response has no chance of persuading the reader.

2. Minimal: The student has taken a stand on the issue under examination and has

provided at least one persuasive reason, or at least two supportive reasons. Faulty

assumptions, undermining, or irrelevant reasons could result in an unsatisfactory score

if they reduce the persuasiveness of the argument. Overall, the response is unlikely

to persuade the reader.

3. Adequate- The student has taken a stand and has provided two or more persuasive

reasons. Elaboration of reasons is not necessary here. The presentation of only one

persuasive reason can result in a score of "adequate" if useful elaboration is included.

Undermining reasons, faulty assumptions, or irrelevant reasons can possibly reduce the

score to "minimalTM. Overall, the response has a chance of persuading the reader.

4. Elaborated: The student has taken a stand, has provided two or more persuasive

reasons, and has provided elaboration on at least one of those reasons. Presentation

of many persuasive reasons (at least 3) without elaboration can also produce this

score. Undermining reasons, faulty assumptions, or irrelevant reasons can possibly

reduce the score. Overall, the response is likely to persuade the re4...er.

5. Exergplaz. The student's response meets criteria for (4) above, and demonstrates (a)

at least two elaborated persuasive reasons, and (b) an argument so clear and coherent

(i.e., no significant undermining reasons, faulty assumptions or irrelevant reasons) and

14
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grammar Illy correct as to merit public display as an outstanding accomplishment for

a high school student Overall, the response is more likely to persuade the reader.

To apply the criteria, several additional scoring conventions were developed to clarify

what counts as a persuasive reason and what substantive principles in the case are considered

relevant to the argument for each side-

To determine inter-rater agreement, different pairs of two raters read 492 tests (375

posttests, 117 pretests) which amounted to about 29% of the tests completed. The overall

correlation between ratings was .80. Raters achieved exact ageement in 65% of the cases

kW agreed exactly or missed by only one point in 98% of the cases.9

W. Desip

This study was part of a larger project to investigate how high school social studies

departments might promote higher order thinking more successfully (see Newmann, in press

a and b). The strategy was to study social studies departments that varied in department-wide

efforts to emphasize higher order thinldng, and then, by comparing these, to draw inferences

about barriers and opportunities for success. Between the fall of 1936 and the spring of 1990,

the project conducted almost 500 observations of lawns, and in-depth intenriews with 56

teachers, the social studies department chairs and the principals in 16 demographically diverse

high schools.

Through national searches which involved nominations, phone interviews, and site

visits, we identified three different sets of social studies departments: (a) those that placed

special emphasis on higher order thinking, but organized instmction according to familiar

patterns in the comprehensive high school (henceforth, the five 'select* departments); (b)

9These rates of agreement are consitent with, but slightly lower than those achieved in
NAEP scoring of persuasive writing. This was to be expected, because our scoring required
more complicated judgements about students' use of subject matter.
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those that made no special department-wide efforts toward higher order thinking and were

also conventionally organized (henceforth, the seven "representative departments); (c) those

that involved a departmental emphasis on higher order thinking and, in addition, had made

significant changes in the organization of instruction (henceforth the four "restructured"

departments). Initial evidence of departmental emphasis on higher order thinking was drawn

from statements of the department chair, examination of course syllabi, and classroom

observations and staff interviews completed in a one-day, two-person site visit.

Because we sought an estimate of the highest levels of classroom thoughtfulness, we

concentrated on those teachers in each department who were identified by the department

chair as most likely to emphasize higher order thinking. We also sought evidence that

opportunities for thoughtfulneu were available to all students, not only the high achiever&

The department chair at each school selected three main courses, taught by different teachers,

to be observed at least four times over the school year. The three classes were to illustrate

as much higher order thinking as possible, but they were to include (a) a class with a

substantial proportion of lower and middle achieving students; (b) a history course with a

diverse range of students; and (c) any other class that best illustrated an emphasis on higher

order thinking (the students in these were usually high achievers). Quantitative analyses were

based upon four lesson observations from each of the classes in which students were tested.

Due to limited funding for the project, it was not possible to administer pre and post

tests of higher order thinking to students in all classes in the 16 schools. Instead, the

assessment of student achievement was conducted in stages. There was no assessment of

student achievement in the first phase investigation of the five select departments. During

the second phase study of seven representative departments we used the posttest descnbed

in section III, but no comparable pretest. Thanks to collaboration with other researchers in
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Phase II, we had access to two tests for ninth graders administered in the fall that could serve

as controls for students' writing competence and social studies knowledge at entry. The first

was a short answer test of social studies knowledge consisting of multiple-choice and short-

answer items drawn from earlier NAEP tests in social studies. For the second, students wrote

an euay (in 15 minutes) about a place or a possession that was important to them and

instructed to describe it "as fully as you can and explain why it is important to you." Since

net:4er of these required students to write persuasively about constitutional issues, they can

be considered 'weak" pretests. In the Phase III study of restructured departments we

administered a far more rigorous pretest in the fall. Similar in form to the posttest, this

pretest was a written exercise that asked students to persuasively defend their position on a

constitutional issue that involved a school principal's censorship of an article in a student

newspaper. The structure of the exercise was identical to the Karen Doctor case that was

given as the posttest.

To examine the relationship between classroom thoughtfulmss and students'

persuasive writing on constitutional issues, we consider three different data sets. Data Set

1 consists of all students in Phases II and III, without considering any pretest data. Data Set

2 consists of the ninth graders in Phase II who took the "weak" pretests on social studies

knowledge and writing. Data Set 3 consists of all students in Phase III who took the *strong"

pretest on constitutional reaioning.

V. Results

The central question is the extent to which classroom thoughtfulness (when measured

by generic indicators) is associated with students' higher order thinking (when measured by

their persuasive writing about a constitutional issue). Before examining the findings, note that

the design of the study worked attait the discovery of a strong relationship between the
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dependent and independent variable. Performance on the posttest would seem to be

maximized by instruction related directly to the test, but none of the teachers concentrated

on the teaching of persuasive writing or on the understanding of constitutional reasoning.

Instead, instruction concentrated on topics typically pursued in the diverse courses observed,

such as US History, World History, Politic, Sociology, Economia and others. Furthermore,

the independent variable of classroom thoughtfulness did not assess the quality of instruction

for the specific competencies of persuasive writing or constitutional understanding.

A posttest on student thinking related to teachers' specific content goals would have

been preferred. This would allow one to test the more useful hypothesis that increased

classroom thoughtfulness in the teaching of a topic, as assessed by common indicators, will

enhance student performance in higher order thinking on that topic. As explained earlier,

it was not possible to develop an assessment exercise responsive to each teacher's content

goals. We were aware of the odds against finding a strong association between the generic

qualities of thoughtfulness we observed and the more specific competencies required for

success on the posttest chosen for this study, but we were hopeful nevertheless.

The results are presented in Tables 2 - 4. The means and standard deviations of Data

Set 1 (the full sample of students) in Table 2 indicate that performance on the higher order

thinking task (Posttest Constitutional Reasoning) was barely minimal Most students (66%)

were given scores of 1 or 2; only 11% scores of 4, 1% scores of 5. This confirms previous

reports of low levels of student competence in writing about complex problems? Levels

1°In Data Set 3, pretest and postest means were virtually identical Assuming that the
tests were of equal difficulty, this indicated no overall improvement in performance over the
academic year. The assumption of equal difficulty was confirmed through a separate study
in which the tests were randomly assigned at the same point in time to two groups of students
(N=106), grades 9-12 from three high schools. While the means were somewhat higher than
in Data Set 3, there was no difference in the means of the groups that took each test
(posttest =2.43, pretest =244).



of class Thoughtfulness also tended toward the lower end of the 5-point scale, with most

students (72%) experiencing classes that scored below 3.5. This finding is consistent with

other studies that have found low levels of cognitive work in high school classrooms, It is

particularly disturbing in this study in which teachers most likely to promote higher order

thinking were deliberately sampled.

Mean values for the student background variables (sex, minority status, parent's

education) were close to national norms. Students' grade point averages and the ability level

of the classes clustered in the mid-range. The grade level of students (teacher-reported class

average rather than student self-report) tended toward the lower levels, because of the large

number of ninth graders in the Phase II data set.

The correlations of most interest in Table 3 are those associated with Posttest

Constitutional Reasoning and Class Thoughtfulness. As expected, the posttest scores were

most strongly related with the strong pretest, the pretest of social studies knowledge, the

ability level of the class, and student grade point average. Students in the upper grades were

more likely to do well on the posttest, and those in classes with higher percentages of African

Americans were likely to do worse. The posttest correlated .37 with class thoughtfulness, but

so did the pretest. These results suggest the possibility that instruction reflects students'

initial achievement rather than influencing it.

In other reports of this research we delve deeper into the possible determinants of

classroom thoughtfulness, by considering differences in thoughtfulness among teachers and

schools and how these differences can be explained by characteristics of the teachers, the

leadership and the organizations.11 But correlations here indicate what might be expected;

11See Ladwig (1991), King (1991), Newmann (19901,, in press a), Onosko (1989, 1990,
1991).
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namely, that thoughtfulness is higher in classes with older students (i.e., higher grade levels),

in classes with larger percentages of higher achieving students, and in classes with students

who perform better on the pretests.

Possible explanations for the correlations with classroom thoughtfulness are that

teachers' expectations for student performance influence the degree to which they promote

higher order thinking, that teacher expectations are determined largely by their assumptions

about student ability, and that these expectations are influenced by students' age and prior

school achievement. Exptctations based on these assumptions weuld result in younger and

lower-achieving students' having fewer opportunities to experience thoughtful classrooms12

It is encouraging, however, that levels of classroom thoughtfulness were not highly associated

with students' sex, parental education, or minority status.

The regression results in Table 4 provide more information on the relationship

between classroom thoughtfulness and student posttest scores. Each analysis offers a different

way of examining the issue. Analysis 1 examines the relationship controlling for background

variables, but not considering the influence of either type of pretest. Here most of the

background variables are associated with posttest performance, but the most powerful ones

(considering standardized coefficients) are grade point average, ability level of the class and

grade level of the class. Holding background variables constant classroom thoughtfulness

appears to make a difference. The raw regression coefficient indicates that an increase in one

point on the thoughtfulness scale would, on average, be associated with a gain of a fifth of

12Calling attention to teacher expectations (an unmeasured variable) as a way of
explaining these correlations is not meant to dismiss or to underestimate the actual difficulties
teachers face in promoting higher order thinking with younger and low achieving students.
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a point on the posttest.° Whether this is considered large" or "small" is a matter of

interpretation. The total posttest variance explained by these variables is 34%.

Analysis 2 includes two "weak" pretests completed by ninth graders and presents a

somewhat different picture. Considering the standiudized coefficients, we see that posttest

performance is most powerfully related to initial social studies how ledge and to grade point

average, but that initial writing ability and classroom thoughtfulness also have influence. In

this analysis, perhaps due to controls !or pretests, the effects of class ability level, class racial

composition, and parents' education are lower than in Model I, and grade point average also

loses some importance. In terms of raw coefficients, a 1 point difference in classroom

thoughtfulness is again associated with a fifth of a point on posttest. While total variance

explained was less than 30%, the fact that classroom thoughtfulness survived the controls for

social background and pretests is a potentially important result.

Analysis 3 offers the most rigorous test of the association of classroom thoughtfulness

with posttest, because of the inclusion of the strong pretest. Controlling for the strong

pretest, along with the other variables, eliminated the association of classroom thoughtfulness

with posttest performance. Instead, the pretest, ability level of the class, grade level of the

class, and student grade point average contribute, in roughly equal amounts, virtually all of

the predictive power, and this analysis explains more variance (39%) than the first two.

Considering the nature of the posttest and the design of the study, this finding might

well be expected. On the other hand, since the first two analyses indicated a connection

between classroom thoughtfulness and posttest performance, even after controlling for several

13To compare the magnitude of influence among independent variables measured in
different metrics, it is useful to refer to standardized coefficients. To estimate more
concretely how a change in a given independent variable might affect a dependent variable,
it is useful to refer to raw regression coefficients.,
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background variables rarely included in analyses of instructional effects, we were reluctant to

allow Analysis 3 to terminate the investigation.

Could classroom thoughtfulness affect performance on this exercise in ways other than

those tested in the straightforward linear regressions? Is it possible, for example, that gradual

increases in thoughtfulness below a certain threshold would make no difference, but that

students exposed to the highest levels would perform better? We explored this possibility by

dividing the 20 classes that took the strong pretest (Data Set 3) into quintiles based on their

class thoughtfulness scores (which ranged from 172 to 433). We asked whether students in

the top fifth of the classes would perform better than those in the lower four fifths.

Regression analysis indicated no such result, which sustained the finding of analysis 3: in social

studies classes focused neither on persuasive writing nor on constitutional reasoning, general

qualities of classroom thoughtfulness had no apparent impact on student persuasive writing

on constitutional issues."

VI. Conclusion

This study attacked a perplexing problem. Social studies includes multiple fields of

inquiry that have not been organized into a coherent, nationally accepted curriculum. In spite

of lack of consensus on a core of essential content, there seems to be much agreement on

at least three points: (a) Diversity ought to be preserved; (b) Regardless of what is studied,

teachers ought to promote thinking rather than mindless reproduction of knowledge; and (c)

"Regression analysis in Data Set 3 was limited by the number of classes. Although morethan 300 students took pre- and post-tests, there were only 20 classes, thus only 20 distinct
scores for classroom thoughtfulness, and in the quintile analysis only 4 classroom
thoughtfulness scores per quintile. A better design for the study would have included many
more classes (e.g. 100) which took the strong pretest This would allow us to study (through
hierarchical linear modeling) the variation in association between classroom thoughtfulness
and posttest that might be due to different types of classes while simultaneously analyzing the
effects of individual level variables (e.g. social background, gpa, and pretest) on posttest
score&



Students ought to be able to demonstrate competence in analysis and interpretation of social

phenomena. Recent national interest in accountability challenges social studies educators to

develop common indicators of performance on the last two points: how well teachers teach

thinking and how well students learn to think.

This project proposed a conceptualization of higher order thinking and its promotion

in the classroom that is applicable to a host of students, teachers, and topics of study.

Similarly, it developed an exercise to assess student compete= in thinking about important

social studies content - constitutional issues. The main empirical problem was, given the

diversity in what the observed teachers actually taught, whether the "generic" qualities of

classroom thoughtfulness that the project observed would be associated with student

performance on the assessment task.

Seventy-three classes in eleven high schools were observed and almost 1400 hundred

students were tested. Design variations within the study led to the use of different data sets

to estimate the possible impact of classroom thoughtfulness, but all analyses controlled for

several background variables at both the individual and class level. Logistical limitations

resulted in only 20 of the classes and 340 students taking a pretest that made intellectual

demands equivalent to the posttest.

Because our measures of classroom thoughtfulness were not derived from teaching

the specific competencies required on the posttest (i.e., understanding of constitutional

reasoning and persuasive writing) and because no teachers concentrated instruction in this

direction, we did not anticipate finding a strong relationship between the main independent

and dependent variables. We chose to investigate this relationship, nevertheless, for at least

two reasons.
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First, research on the importance of school and classroom culture suggests that

studett learning is influenced by general qualities of human interaction, not simply by

pedagogic moves tied to the teaching of specific content's The observation scheme used

here offered an opportunity for quantitative exploration of the relationship between one

aspect of classroom culture (thoughtfulness) and student performance that demanded complex

thinking in social studies.

Second, the recent concern with national education standards has highlighted political,

professional, and technical issues related to the pluralistic nature of social studies instruction.

This investigation could contribute new information on the prospects of using a common

observation scheme and a common assessment exercise with classes that differ in the subject

matter taught

After controlling for students' sex, race, parents' education, gradepoint average, grade

level in school, ability level and racial composition of the class, and pretests of social studies

knowledge and writing ability, classroom thoughtfulness was associated with student posttest

performance. When student performance on a pretest virtually identical to the postest was

taken irito account, classroom thoughtfulness had no association with posttest scores on

persuasive writing about a constitutional issue. The lack of relatiopship is consistent with the

point we emphasized earlier: that success in meeting of higher order challenges in a specific

content area demands in-depth knowledge in the area, not simply general skills and

dispositions. The result seems consistent with research on instruction in a variety of subjects.

Generic instructional traits are often not associated with complex intellectual performance in

"See Lightfoot (1983), McNeil (1986), Metz (1986), Powell et al (1985), Rutter et al
(1979), Sedlak et al (1986).
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specific content domains. Instead, *what constitutes effective instruction...varies with context"

(Brophy & Good, 1936, p370).

What arc the implications of these findings? There is a great risk that the findings

will be misinterpreted as evidence that general qualities of classroom thoughtfulness do not

enhance student achievement in social studies, and that, therefore, the dimensions of

thoughtfulness we propose should not be pursued in teaching. This interpretation is

misguided in several ways. First, because the study examined only a very specialized form of

social studies achievement (persuasive writing on constitutional issues), its findings should not

be generalized to all forms of social studies achievement. Second, since teachers did not

teach the knowledge and skills needed for persuasive writing on constitutional issues, the

study offered no evidence on the more appropriate question; namely, whether more and less

thoughtful approaches to the teaching of persuasive writing on constitutional issues affects

student achievement in this domain. Third, since the study did not assess student

achievement in the specific domains that teachers did address, it offered no evidence of the

impact of general dimensions of thoughtfulness on the quality of student achievement or on

higher order thinking in the topics actually taught. Given the study's silence on each of

these important matters, it would be premature to use it as a basis for dismissing the

importance of classroom thoughtfulness along the dimensions we proposed.

On a more positive note, recall that in analyses 1 and 2, classroom thoughtfulness was

associated with posttest performance after taking into account several important backgrGund

variables. Although each analysis failed to control for a rigorous pretest, the findings are

compatible with the prospect that classroom thoughtfulness would be more highly associated

with student performance on a posttest of higher order thinking in the topics actually taught.
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To adequately test the influence of classroom thoughtfulness, a study that assesses student

higher order thinking in the topics taught is needed.

We hoped that the project would contribute to practice, not simply by offering

evidence on empirical questions, but also by developing instruments to assess the

thoughtfulness of teaching and the performance of students on tasks that require higher order

thinking. Although we identified generic qualities of classroom thoughtfulness that might

function as common indicators of teaching related to thinking, we did not develop a generic

test for student thinking in social studies. The test of persuasive writing on constitutional

issues calls for specialized competence; i.e. jurisprudential reasoning expressed in writing.

In fact, to rely upon a single exercise to measure generic thinking in social studies is

probably misguided. Instead, it would seem more prudent for future work on assessment to

aim toward a diverse set of tasks. Ideally, these tasks would be sensitive ik Leachers' diverse

content objectives, but they could be scored according to generic qualities, such as depth of

understanding or skill in summarizing argunients. While success on the tasks would require

domain-specific competence, a set of common scoring criteria would hopefully assess how

students use in-depth knowledge, skills, and dispostIons to solve the diverse kinds of higher

order challenges that can enrich instruction in social studies.
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Appendix

REASONING ABOUT STUDENT LOCKER SEARCHES

This reading presents a court case involving the search of a student's school locker by a school

administrator. Though not an actual case, it is based upon CMS presented to the U.S. Supreme

Court. You are to be the judge. As you read, be thinking about how you might decide this case.

The case of O fffigi_111211
A teacher at a high school in New York discovered, Karen, a 16 year old sophomore and her

friend smoking cigarettes on school pounds in clear violation of a school rule. The teacher took

them to the principal's office. Karen denied that she had been smoking, saying that she did not

smoke at all. The Assistant Principal, Mr. Hardy, then insisted on seeing the contents of her purse.

He found a pack of cigarettes and also a package of rolling papers which are often used to smoke

marijuana. He then decided to search Karen's locker.

With Karen present at the search, Mr. Hardy discovered in her locker a small amount of

marijuana, a pipe, a note card with a list of students who owed her money, and two letters that

indicated she was involved in dealing marijuana. He then contacted the poliue and delinquency

charges were brought against Karen. In court, Karen's lawyer argued that the search of her locker

violated her constitutional rights and therefore the evidence found in her locker cannot be used. The

case should be dismissed. The attorney representing the school and Iv-. Hardy argued that the school

had reasonable grounds for searching her purse and her locker and therefore the evidence uncovered

can be used in the trial. She should be found guilty.

Background Information

The following information is provided to help you think about the case. Please read carefully.

You should use this information in writing your argument.

All citizens have certain rights which are guaranteed in the United States Constitution. The



Fourth Amendment states, 'The right of the people to be secure in their persons, papers, and effects

against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated and no warrants issued, but upon

probable cause..." In other words, citizens have a right to privacy. Gcrvernment officials and other

authorities such as the police may not search any citizen or their personal possessions without good

reason or "probable cause". For eumple, the police often must present evidence to a judge that

something illegal is located in a specific place before they can conduct a search. The judge decides

if the evidence is enough to justify the search, and if so, the judge issues a search warrant to the

police. A search warrant is a document signed by a judge that gives authority to the police to search

a specific place for specific items.

As you consider the case, keep in mind that school officials are viewed by the Courts as a type

of government official or authority. They have a responsibility to maintain order so that learning can

take place, and a responsibility to protect students from harming themselves or others. This may, at

times, involve the search of students, their possessions, and their lockers.

There are several general principles that the U.S. Courts have used to help them decide cases

involving the search of students and their possessions. These are called precedents. The following

principles or precedents are summarized to help you decide the case of New York v. Karen Doctor.

First, the Courts have developed the principle that school officials smite as representatives

of parents during school-related activities, and, in some situations, have the right to act as a student's

parent.

Second, the Courts have decided that, unlike the police, school officials can conduct searches

without a warrant if they have "reasonable suspicion" to believe something illegal or dangerous is

present. However, there must be evidence that something harmful is hidden by a student.

Third, the Courts have decided that the danger of the items for which the search is conducted

must be balanced against the student's right to privacy. Therefore, -Lzhool officials must decide how

dangerous the item is before conducting a search. The student's age, histoiy, and school record, and



a teacher's pait experience with the student can provide information to decide if there is reasonable

suspicion to conduct the search.

Fourth, the Courts assume that student locken are different from a house, motor vehicle,

backpack or even a rented private locker. School lockers are to be viewed as having two owners, the

student and the school. Lockers are owned by the school, but are assigned to students for their

private use under the condition that dangerous or illegal items are not to be concealed.

**********************************************************00********

jikgro you are to answer this question:

Did the school violate Karen's constitutional rights by searching her purse and then her

locker?

Please write an argument to try to convince someone of your position on this question. In

your argument, you should

State your position on the question,

Support your position by giving as many reasons as you can, and

Explain why they are good reasons.

Keep in mind that your position will be most convincing if you include information from the

reading and show weaknesses in the opposing position. Good luck!
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Table I.
Initial Criteria for Classroom Thoughtfulness

Classes were rated from 1-5. 1 = %rely inaccurate description of dass; 5 = `very accurate.*

1.

.2.

In this class, there was sustained examination of a few topics rather than a supe.,,cial coverage of
many.

In this class, the lesson displayed substantive coherence and continuity.

In this class, students were given an appropriate amount of time to think, that is, to prepare responses
to questions.

4. In this class, the teacher carefully considered explanations and reasons for conclusions.

.5. In this class, the teacher asked challenging questions andfor structured challenging tasks (given the
ability level and preparation of the students).

6. In this class, the teacher pressed individual students to justify or to clarify their assertions in a SOLTatic
manner.

7. In this class, the teacher tried to get students to generate original and unconventional ideas,
explanations, or solutions to problems.

*8. In this classroom, the teacher was a model of thoughtfulness. (Principal indications are: the teacher
showed appreciation for students' ideas and appreciation for alternative approaches or answers if
based on sound reasoning the teacher explaiud how he (she) thought through a problem, the teacher
ackatowledgal the difficulty of gaining a definitive understanding of the topic.)

9. In this class, students assumed the rota of questioner and critic.

*10. In this class, students offered explanations and reasons for their conclusions.

11. In this class, students generated original and unconventional ideas, explanations, hypotheses or
solutions to problems.

12. In this class, student contributions were articulate, germane to the topic and connected to prior
discussion.

13. What proportion of students were active participants?

14. What proportion of time did students spend engaged in thoughtful discourse with each other?

15. What proportion of students showed genuine involvement in the topics discussed? (Cues include
raising hands, attentiveness mandated by facial expression and body-language, interruptions motivated
by involvement, length of student raponsas).

*These variables are considered minimal requirements for a thoughtful lesson.



Definition

Table 2.
Definition of Variables, Means and Standard Deviations for Each Data Set

Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3
Nst,13117 Na17341 ting342

5r SD I SD r SD

Prams Post-Test. Persuasive writirig on 2.21

crestaimartai Constitutional issue of school kicker search.
Reasoning scored 1.5.

Male Student ses, measured by male = 1. .48

female 31 0.

African Student race, self-report, measured by .14

Amen= African American = 1, other = O. In this
study, most non-white students were African-
Americim.

Parents Parents' education measured on a five point 3.03

Education scale (1 la kss than high school graduation.
2 = high school graduation only....
5 a graduate or professional degree) and
averaged between two parents. student report.

Grade Student's grade point average measured by 5.63

Point the student's self report on an eight-point
Menge scale (1 = mostly below D to 8 = mostly A).

Gass Mean grade level of students in the class.. 9:72
Lew' based on teacher report of percent of

students at each level, grades 9.12.

cuss Mean ability of students in the class. based 2.05

Atittny on teacher report of percent of students in
the lowest (1). middle (2) and highest (3)
thirds of school achievement, 1-3.

Percent

African
American

Percentage of African American students 17.73

in the class according to teachers' reports.

Pretest Pre-Test. Social Studies Kruiwledge. Kora!
Knowiedpe 0-79.

2
Pretest Pre-Test. Writing Ability. scored 0-9.
Wrtung

2
Pretest Pre-Test. Persuasive writing on
Catuniatonal Constitutional Issues of School Censorship.
Reasoeuns scored 1.5.

arms Tamara- Classroom Thoughtfulness, mean of six 3.12
fulness indicators scored 1-5.

Data set 1 All students in the study who took the post-test.

Data set 2 Ninth grade students in 7 ''representative
schools.

Data set 3 All students in 4 'restructured" schools.

1.01 2.04 .91 122 .97

.48 .47 .50 .53 .45

.33 .12 .32 .20 .36

1.10 3,32 1.04 109 .83

1.58 5.57 1.53 5.80 131

.96 10.33 .93

.53 1.99 .50 2.07 .59

20.17 131,6 13.29 30,73 28.81

57.46 12.84

5.50 1.35

2 2.27 .93

.66 183 .56 3.47 .51

All students we.= in the ninth grade.
2 Test not given to this sample of students-



Table 3.
Correlations Among all Vartabks (Data set 1, N = 1387)0

ramMesS

10.18 Wheel
Ilmarsams Mak

Mims
Amnia.

IParesb
Basnabe

Grade
P.
Awn,

Ars
Lewd

rim
OWN,

Myra
*Mem
Asarricso

Parlors
Kneedrip

Proftsd
WINN.

Por Impl

raimaltramd
ikesswhis

nom
Thowititalw

Mines nireattutional 1.00
amain

Mae -.13

African Amman -.20

Parent Fduca Om .20

tirade Point Awrage .41

nims levet .29

class Abibly .43

Pereerw African Amencan -.10

Pram Knowledge .43

Fri lest Wnlms .29

Pretes1 ronsmunonai .43
keannmng

(lam Thoupituincsa .37

100

.02

-.03

-.10

-.01

-.09

.07

.09

-.18

-,10

-.07

1.00

-.12

-.14

AO

-.17

.19

-.30

-.08

-.21

-.10

1.00

20

-.11

.15

-.25

.25

.19

.25

AN,

1.00

.09

.38

-.19

.44

.26

.28

.24

1.00

.18

.00

.22

49

1.00

-.38

.41

.24

.38

.38

1.00

-35

-.11

-.30

-.09

1 Al0

.29

.11

1.00

.14

100

.37 1.00

*Correlations for Pretest Knowkdge and Pretest Writing based on data set 2, N = 734; all students grade 9. Conelationa for Pretest Constitutional Reasoning basedon data set 3, N = 342;
Preteo Kmiwk!dge and Prosst Writing not administered to data Set 3,



Table 4
Regression of Posttest of Constitutional Reasoning on Class Thoughtfulness,

Backpound Variabks and Pretests

B'

Analysis
Model 1

(Data set 1)
Be& P3 B

Analysis
Model 2

(Data set 2)
Beta P

Analysis
Model 3

(Data set 3)
B Beta P

Male -.14 -.06 .00 -.15 -.08 .01 -.10 -.05
(.05)4 (.06) (.09)

African Amecan -.18 -.06 .01 -.14 -.05 .14 .10 .04 .43

(.07) (-09) (.13)

Parents Education .09 .10 .00 .04 .05 .18 -.03 -.03 .57

(.02) (.03) (.05)

Grade Point Average .15 .23 .00 .09 .16 .00 .12 .19 .00

(-02) (.02) (.03)

Clam Level .19 .18 .00 .20 .19 .00

(.03) (.05)

Class Ability .35 .18 .00 .11 .06 .11 .37 .23 .00

(.05) (.07) (.09)

Percent African-American -.00 -11 .00 -.00 -.05 .19 -.00 -.13 .02

(-00) (.00) (.00)

Pretest Knowledge .02 .22 .00

(-00)

Pretest Writing .08 .12 .00
(.02)

Pretest Constitutional .21 .21 .00

Reasoning (.05)

Class Thoughtfulness .20 .13 .00 .21 .13 .00 .10 .05 .28

(-04) (.06) (.10)

(Constant) -1.91 -.63 .01 -1.90
(.26) (-25) (.61)

Variance Explained
(adjusted R2) .34 .28 .39

1 13 = raw rewression coefficient.
2 13eta = standardized regression coefficient.
3 P = probability due to chance.
4 ( ) = standard error

1 I


